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0. INTRODUCTION

0.1. We show below that standard results, see, e.g. [2, 141, hold for monomorphisms between big subgroups of some groups of type B, . The main part
(Section 4) of the proof is straightforward
although tedious, and does not use any
new ideas or techniques. In this part of the paper we use identification of adjoint
groups of type B, defined over a field k with orthogonal groups of a quadratic
vector space V over k of dimension 5 and defect 1 (recall: char k = 2). Our
assumption is that V contains a regular hyperplane with Arf invariant 0. In
algebraic

group

terms

it can be formulated

as follows:

there

exists

a one-dimen-

sional k-torus T in G such that the semi-simple part of Z,(T) is a group of
type A, generated by root subgroups corresponding to long roots. This assumption is satisfied if G is split over k or is anisotropic
and split over a separable
quadratic extension of k.
0.2. Let us now state our result. Let k be an infinite field of characteristic
2 and let V be a quadratic vector space over k, of defect 1, dim V = 5, and
G = SO(V). A subgroup H of G(k) is called big if for every singular k-torus
T C G the intersection
T n H is infinite.
Let k’ be another field, let V’ be a
quadratic
space over k’, of defect at most 1, dim v’ = 5 and G” = SO( v’).
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0.3. NIAIN THEOREM. Suppose that V contains a regular hyp~plane wit
Arf invariant 0. Let 01:H -+ G’(k’) be a monomo~~h~sm. Then there exists a
unique $eEd homomorphism cp:k --t k’ and a unique special k’-isogeBy /?: m
such that a(h) = fi(?O(h)) for h E H.
Here, in the statement and notations, we follow [2]. In particular 9G stan
for y(k)-group obtained from G by base change g, and v”: G(k) -+ “G(ykPF2))IS
the corresponding homomorphism of the group of k-rational points. An isogeny,
we recall, is special if its differential is not identically zero (cf. [2, Sect. 31).
0.4. The history of the study of homomorphisms between orthogonal groups
is roughly as follows. J. DieudonnC [7, Chap. IV] studied automorphisms of and
isomorphisms between isotropic orthogonal groups. Next M. J. Wonenburger
[l8-211 extended his results on automorphisms to full orthogonal
groups of
degree >, 7 in characteristic f 2, but the groups were permitted to be anisotropic.
Then in 1968, 0. T. O’Meara [14] introduced his method of residual spaces. He
and his school used this method to study isomorphisms and automorphisms of
many subgroups of orthogonal groups (including some congruence subgroups),
see [g-15].
But O’Meara’s result did not include characteristic 2. Connors [3-6] extende
the theory to characteristic 2 using a blend of O’Meara’s method and the
method of involutions. For isotropic groups a recent paper [ll] by A. Hahn
deals with the isomorphism problem of “large” subgroups. However, in ali
these papers only isomorphisms are considered.
The only paper which treats arbitrary homomorphisms is Bore1 and Tits [2].
They consider (among others) isotropic orthogonal groups an
therein containing all groups U(k), W a unipotent radical of a k-parabolic.
0.5. We proceed as follows. We denote by Y the set of singular k-subtori of G.
he set Y is a disjoint union of two subsets Y, and Y, where Y, (resp., Y,)
consists of T E Y such that the roots of G lying in Z,(a) are long (resp., short).
As we noted before our assumption on G is that Y, # + f a: N+ G’(k’) is a
monomorphism one shows that 01gives rise to an injection 5: Y + Y’ where Y’
is the corresponding object for G’. It turns out that either S(Y{) C r/i or 5(Y1) _C
Yb . We consider first the former case. Then we identify elements of Y with
regular subplanes of V and for regular subplanes belonging to a ffxe
arbitrary) regular hyperplane N of V with Arf invariant 0 we can desc
group terms when two regular planes belong to a three-d~rn~ns~o~~ subspace of
A? This permits one, using standard arguments, t
efine a monomorphism
of the projective space of N into a similar thing in V
apply the fundamental
theorem of projective geometry to this map and then show that the field homomorphisms corresponding to different N’s coincide with some v: k +-k’ and
the semi-linear maps agree. This permits us to glue these semi-linear maps
together and obtain a semi-linear map V + P. Then we show that it gives
rise to an isomorphism p: 9G -> G’.
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Next we consider the case cF(YJ C Y,’ . To deal with this case we take a third
group G” of type B, split and adjoint over K’ and consider a special inseparable
isogeny V: G’ -+ G” which inverts lengths of roots. We apply our previous
result to v o a! and then using certain pull-back procedure and results of our
paper [17], we establish the Main Theorem in full generality. This place is the
only one where we use a trick.
0.6. Conventions and notations. We denote by M(K) the set of rational points
of an algebraic variety M defined over a field k. Sometimes we write Mk to
indicate that M is defined over k. If 9: k -+ k’ is a field homomorphism we
denote by QM the algebraic variety over k’ obtained from M by base change v.
We denote by #J the corresponding mapping $: M(k) -+ mM(k’). By an algebraic
group we understand a reduced afline group scheme of finite type over a field.
For an algebraic (resp., abstract) group G and an algebraic (resp., abstract)
subset MC G we denote by Z,(M), No(M), DiM, C(M) the algebraic (resp.,
abstract) subgroup of G which is respectively the centralizer of M in G, the
normalizer of M is G, i-th derived group of M, the center of M. If G is as above
and Ml ,..., M, are algebraic (resp., abstract) subgroups of G then (Ml ,..., M,)
denotes the algebraic (resp., abstract) group generated by the groups Mi ,
i = 1,2,..., n. If G is an algebraic group then Go denotes its connected component.
If H is an algebraic group and T is a subtorus of H then Z(H, T) denotes the
set of roots of T in H. For a commutative group S we denote by Sm, m E Z, the
group of m-th powers of elements of S. Eor a set X we denote by 1X 1 its
cardinality. For a field k we denote by k its algebraic closure. An element x of an
algebraic group G is called here regular if it is semi-simple and regular. For a map
p: X+ Y and Z _CX we denote by p ] Z or p jz the restriction of ,8 to Z.
If V is a vector space over k and M is its subspace we denote by PV and PM
the combinatorial projective spaces associated to V and M and by Pprnv-l and
PzrnMel the algebraic varieties which are projective spacesassociated to V and M.
We always assume that canonically PM _CPV and PgrnMml LPFrnv-r. If V
and M are as above we call M line, plane, hyperplane of V if respectively
dimM=l,dimM=2,dimM=dimV-1.
0.7. Recollections about quadratic
spaces and orthogonal groups. General
references: [7, 13, 161. W e recall first that all adjoint groups of type B, defined
over a field k can be realized as orthgonal groups of an appropriate 5dimensional
quadratic space over k.
If V is a vector space over a field k with a quadratic form f we denote by F
the associated bilinear form. For a subspace MC V we denote by ML the orthogonal complement of M with respect to F. rf M, NC V are two subspaces we
write M 1 N for the space M + N if the sum is direct and F(M, N) = 0.
If M is a subspace of V we say that M is regular if dim(M n ML) < 1 and
f(M n ML) f 0 in the case M n ML + 0. The integer dim(M n ML) is called
the defect of M. If char k = 2 then for a regular even-dimensional subspace
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M C V we denote by q(M) the Arf invariant of M. A hyperplane N C V is called
here admissible if it is regular and q(N) = 0.
We consider regular S-dimensional space V over a field K -with char h = 2.
In this case dim 1%- dim(.M n I’@‘-) is even for any MC V. In ~art~~~~ar~
defect Y = 1. If M is a plane, M C V, then either M 0 I%?- = 0 or 44 C ML. If
M is a 3-dimensional subspace of V then either MC ML or dim M r\ ,%P = 1,
If M is a hyperplane then either M n ML = 0, or dim M n
M C &I’- would imply that V is not regular). If N is a regula
and MC IV, dim M = 3, then M is regular since the eas
contradict regularity of N. In particular, if N, fl, ?I + iv,
hyperplanes then N n Icj is a regular 3-dimensional space.
We write SO(M)0 although SO(M) = O(M) if char Fz= 2 and SO(M) =
BOO
if char K + 2.
.8, To conclude this introduction I record my sincere auks to ~d~~~ar~
A. Connors with whom f discussed the subject of this paper 5~1 several occasions
and whose help and advice were essential for me.

1. SUBGROUP OF SO(V)

1.1. Let G = SO(V). We consider the set Y of one-dimensional R-subtori T
of G satisfying two properties: DsZ,(T) # 1 and T = G(Zo(T))*. If I” is a
maximal torus, containing T, then E(Zo(T), F;) is a pair of opposite roots, say
(-&a>- We write T E Y, if a is a short root and T E Y, if a is a long root. Thus
16 = Y, w Y, , Y, r\ Y, = +. We say that T E Y8 (resp. TE Ye) is of short (resp.
long) type. If T is a &subtorus of G then the representation of T on V is completely reducible so that ic/ t= VT 1 V, where VT = (a E V j TV = v>. If
It” E Y, then V, is a regular plane and 7’ = SO(Yr)O, so that T can be identified
with the group of rotations in the plane V, .
I .2. Similarly, if Mis a regular plane then the group X0(M)* can be considered
as a subgroup of G (since Q(M) is generated by orthogonal transvections which
it contains). Then ~~{~)O is a one-dimensional k-torus. For every subspace IV
of V such that F(N, N) f 0 we denote by Gx the su~~ro~~ of G generated by
groups ~~(~)~ when 144runs over regular subplanes of N. In ~art~cu~a~,we
have GM = ~~(~~)O when M is a regular plane.
1.3. LEM~.

If N is a regular

subspace

of V

then GM CL=SO(N)“.

Frooj. We remarked that it is true if dim N = 2. If dim i’? = 3 then SO(N)s
is of type A, and therefore it is generated by any pair of distinct tori it contains,
so GN = SO(N)“. If dim N -14, then we take two regular 3-dimensional
subspaces MI pM, in N such that I& + &?, . Then 6,X GM1 ) GM2 and dearly,
<%x

> G‘wa> =

LOO.
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1.4. PROPOSITION. The correspondences T E Y, + VT and M -+ GM , where
M is a regular plane, are inverse to one another and they establish a bijection
between Y, and the set of regular subplanes of V.
Proof. We actually mentioned all necessary ingredients of the proof. But
let us repeat them. Let T E Y, . Then V = VT @ V, is a direct orthogonal
sum whence it follows that VT is a regular plane. Then Tyy _CSO(V,)O and
since dim T = dim SO( V,) = 1, we have T = SO( V,)O. Now GM is a onedimensional k-torus and Z,(G,) 2 G,L . Since M’- is regular, G,,,rAis of type A,
whence GM E Y. It can be checked that GM is of type Y, .
1.5. LEMMA. The correspondence N -+ GN dejnes a bijection between regular
3-dimensional subspaces of V and k-subgroups of type A, of G whose maximal
k-tori belong to Y, .
Proof. We know that GN is of type A, and its maximal k-tori belong to Y, .
Let Gr be a k-subgroup of G of type A, whose maximal k-tori belong to Y,
and let TI , T, , TI # T, , be two such tori. Then G1 = (TI , T,) and on the
other hand by definition (TI , T2) = GN where N = VT1 + VT, . If dim N > 3
then GN is not of type A, , a contradiction.

1.6. Remark. There are two different kinds of regular 3-dimensional subspaces N of V. If N 1 V-‘- then ZG(GN) 2 GNL is again of type A, and GN _C
Z,(DTZ,(GN)) for all Y > 0. If N n V-” = 0 then F(NL, N”> = 0 and therefore
PZo(G,) = 1. This later fact is one of major obstructions to a standard proof.
1.7. LEMMA. Let N be a regular 4-dimensional subspace of V. Then q(N) = 0
if and only if GN contains a subtorus T E; Y, . If GN contains such a subtorus then
GN = Z,( T)O . Z&U-,(
T))O.
Proof. We know (by [16, Corollary 51) that q(N) = 0 iff GN is an almost
direct product of two k-groups of type A, . Suppose first that p(N) = 0 then
GN = G1 . Ga , [Gi , G,] = 0. Take for T a maximal k-subtorus of Gr . Then
Z,(T)O = T . Ga , DZ,( T)O = G, , Z,(DZ,(T))
= Gi . This shows that T c Y
and that the last assertion of 1.7 holds. By 1.4, T $ Y, , i.e., TE YL . If, on
the contrary, GN contains a torus T E Yz , then Z,(T)O = ZGN(T)O and we
easily derive that GN = G1 . G, whence q(N) = 0.

1.8. LEMMA. Let T E Y, and set GI = Zo(T)O . Zo(DZo(T))“.
Then there
exists a regular hyperplane N of V with q(N) = 0 such that GI = GM .
Proof. The group Gr is a group of type A, x A, . It preserves the space
V, so that Gr _CSO(VT)O. But SO(V,) is of type A, x A, since dim V, = 4.
Therefore Gr = SO(V=). Now q( V,) = 0 by 1.7. So our assertion holds with
N== V,.
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Let N be a regular hyperplane of V and lb/4C N be a regular
1.9. LEMMA.
3-dimemional subspace of N. Then G, is a maximal Eonmected .&~ebraic s~bg~o~~
of GN ha&g the properties: G, contains a subtows from 9’, azd Gehl does got
contain ~egalay elements of G.
Proof.
Clearly
G&I does have the above properties. S~~~~se that it is not
m-aximal. Then there exists T E Y, such that T 6 G,W but (GM, T) does not
contain regular elements. This is absurd since (G, , Tj = GN .

Let N be a regular hyperplane of V and let G1 be a rna~i~~a~
1. IQ. hMMA.
connected algebraic subgroup of G, which has the properties stated ixz 1.9. Then
there exists a regular 3-dime-konal subspace M of N suck that Gl = GM .
Pmof.
Let R be the set
Therefore GI 2 G,Xf where
mal. if din; A!! = 4 then
Since M I VT we see that
Gl 2 G, with M regular,
in 6, , we have GI = G,

of T E Y, such that T C G,, . Then GI >_(T, T E
M = CTER v, _ If dim M = 2 then Gl is not maxiGs does contain regular elements. So dim M = 3,
the defect of N is at most 4 so M is regular. Thus
dim M = 3. Since such a G& is maximal connected
) as asserted.

2.

SPECIES

OF TORI

Let T, Tr E Y. We write T - T’ (and say that T and T’
2. I. DEFINITION.
aYe of the same species) if there exists a sequence TX = T, Ta I,.., T, = T’ with
Tg E Y such that [Ti , TatI] li: I and <Tz , Tii+I) does not contain regukr
elements (for i = 1, 2 ,..., n - I).
2.2.

h?lMA.

If Tl E Y, , T2 E Y, thelz (Tl

, T2) does contain regular

ele~e9~~s.

Proof.
Let G, = (TX ) T,). Let T be a maximal torus of G, . Then p”i is
conjugate in GI to a subtorus rIs, of T. Since TI is net conjugate to Tt in G we see
that ps 7~ p2 whence dim ‘r;, * F% = 2, i.e., dim T = 2, i.e., GI contains regular
elements.

2.3.

CORQLIARY.

If

TX & T$ ) T, E Y,

them

Tl

and

T2

are

mot

of

the

same

species.

24. LEMMA.

If

T, T’ E: ?I’, then T -

T’.

Proof. Let M = V, , n/p’ = VT, . If P(N, AT) # 0 we choose ZI E &I!,
w’ E ’ with F{v, v’) # 0 and set Ml = lVI, A& = Ku --f- kw’, .l& = M’. The
plane iPI2 is regular by construction and MI , A!& are regular by Proposition 1.4.
Hence Ti = GM. s Y, and T, = T, T3 = T’ by 1.4. Therefore A$ = MI + Ma
G, =
and AT2 = M 2 11 -%I& are regular 3-d~rne~s~~~a~ spaces. Therefore
1
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(J;, T2>andGNz=<T2, Zj)d 0 not contains regular elements (cf. Lemma 1.5).
Thus Tl , Tz , Ts is the desired sequence.
If F(M, h4’) = 0 then choose a regular plane M” such that F(M, M’) # 0
and F(lW’, M’) f 0. The argument of the previous paragraph applies to pairs
M, It/f” and M”, M‘. Since - is a transitive relation, our assertion follows.
2.5. COROLLARY. Let T s Y, and T’ E Y. Then T iv T’ if and only if T’ E Y, .
Proof.

Combine 2.4 and 2.3.

2.6. Remark.
Thus we know that tori of short type form a single species
and tori of different length type belong to different species. We do not claim
however, that tori of long type form a single species.

3. BIG ~~OR~UPS
3.1. DEFINITION.

A subgroup H of G(k) is caIled big if T n H is infinite

for any T E Y.
The above says that T n His Zariski dense in T. This permits
3.2. Remark.
one to identify Y with a set of subgroups of H. We shall use this identification
as a matter of convenience.
3.3. To express in abstract group terms different statements of Sections 1 and
2 we need simple density arguments which we record below,
b3MMA. Let G be an algebraic k-gTozlp and let Gl , Gz ,..., G, be closed
algebraic k-subgroups of G. Let H be a dense subgroup of G and let Hi be a dense
subgroup of Gi .

(i)
GIG

If Hl is normal in H then Gl is normal in G and H/H n Gl is dense in

;

(ii)
(iii)

Z,(H,)

= Z,(G,)

and Z,(&)

= Zo(G,) A II;

Da’N is derzsein DG;

(iv) ;f G is ~~nected and yed~~t~ve then DH is dense in IlG for al,! i > 1;
in particular, if G is not a torw tke~ DiH + 1 for i & I ;
(v)

if Gl is connected

and reductive

then Z,(DiEl)

= Z,(DH,)

= H n

G@G,);
(vi)

(vii)

(f-f1 ,..., H,) is dense in (Gl , . .. , G,) ;
if G is not unipotent, H contains a regular element of G of mbitrary

large order.
Proof. In (i) it is clear that G1 is normal in G. Let G be the closure of HGJG,
in G/G, . Then the preimage of % contains H whence G = G/G, . The assertion
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R,

(ii) is clear. l!4ow (“J
111 f o11ows from (i) if we take GI to be the closure of FB, = DR.
Next, (iv) holds because DG = PG for i > 1 and because of (iii). Now (v) is
the combination of {ii) and (iv). To prove (vi) note that I&, x Hti, x **a x Hi,
is dense in Gil X G$, X .a. x Gin whence the image of the first product in G
is dense in the image of the second. F&&y,
(vii) holds since the set of regular
elements of order 3 n, is open in G and nob-empty for any IZ~E
3.4. In our case, when G = SO(V)
X3(6). We need
DEHNITION.

An element

we can slightly

strengthen

the assertion

x E G is called very ~q@s~ if ~2’ is a regu1a.r

element of G.
Merck.
The element
every unipotent u E G.
3S.

LEMMA.

Let

M

be

x2” is automatically

semi-simple

either V 0~ a regular suhpxe

since &

= 9 for

of Y. Let N be a big

subgroup of G(k).
(i)
(ii)

H n G, is dense irz G, ;
x E H is very regular if and only

if Zw(x2”)is ~o~~~~tative~

Proof.
By definition of bigness, If n G, is dense in 6, for every regular
plane NC 34. Thus (i) follows from ?J(vi). The assertion (ii) is not clear
only in one direction. To prove it in that direction, assume that ZE(xz5) is commutative. If x2” is not regular, then DZ,(xs”) is a group of type A, _ Therefore
T = C(ZG(xz”)) belongs to Y. Hence Z&25} > Z&T) 3 E?,(T).
But the group
BZH(T) contains all groups T’ I-I N where T’ runs over maximal k-tori of
Z,(T). Since these tori belong to Y and generate
2,(T) we see that DZ,(T)
is dense in DZ,( T) and therefore highly non-commutative
(cf. 3.3(%)).
We implicitly
used the fact that semi-simple elements in G
3.5.1. Remark.
are not of order Z”, i 2 1. Therefore the centrahzers of semi-simple elements
cannot have a maximal torus as a subgroup of finite index ?ra,H 3 2 (becaluse
swh s~t~la~on occurs only for elements of order 2.)
Let N’ be a subgroup of H and let G’ be the closwe of p1”’ iz
3.6. hMiE4.
The group 6’ contains regular elements of G if and only if 13’ contains wry regular
d%WYltS.

.FVooJ The group G’ contains very regular elements if and only if it contains
regular ones. If it contains regular elements then the set of very regular elements
is open in 6’ (it consists of regular elements whose order is > q for some
). Therefore H’ intersects non-trivially
with this set.
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3.7. PROPOSITION. A subgqonp S 2 H belongs to Y if and o&y if it has the
jollowing properties
(i)

S is cu~~tative,

in$nite and of unbolmded periood;

(ii)

S = C(Z~(S~)) and ~~(Z~~(S~~)# 1 for Amyi 2 0 apid Amy~12 1.

Proof. If SE Y then S = T n H for some T E Y and so it is infinite and
commutative by condition.
It is of unbounded period since the only torsion
subgroup of Z’(A) N P is the group of roots of unity. Now the group B&(T) is
of type A, and therefore it is generated by k-tori which it contains. These K-tori
belong to Y and therefore have dense intersection with IiT. Using 3.5(vi) we see
that N n D&(T) is dense in DZ,( 2’) whence (ii).
Suppose on the contrary that S satisfies (i) and (ii). Let G, be the Zariski
closure of S*$in G. The group C=, is commutative and therefore G,” = T, x g<zz
with T, a torus and V, unipotent. Clearly G,” 3 G% whence it follows that
G& == T, if 25 i m. By (ii) we have llZ,(T,,) is Noel-co~~ltative and therefore
of type A, . This would show that S E Y once we show that T, is defined over K.
This follows from [I, 10.31 since 5”” consists of semi-simple elements and SW_C
G(k).
Let S, S’ E Y. The follawing are equivalent
3.8. PROPOSITION.
(i) There exists a sequence S = S, , S, ,..., S, = s’ with S, E Y such that
[S# ) S&j f 1 aad (Si , Sstl) does rsot contain v~y regnclar elementsfor i =
1i..., R -- 1;
(ii)

iipae~~o~~e~eJ’S and S’ are of f& fa?m s$t&&.

Pmoj. If (ii) holds then fi) follows from 2.5. Assume that (i) holds
Let Ti be the closure of & . Then Ti E Y and [Z’i , T,,,] # 1. Bow (Ti , T,,,)
does not contain regular elements because of 3.6 and therefore Tl - T, as
required.

Pmof. Clearly (i) implies (ii) {take into account 1.7, 1.X). To prove that (ii)
implies (i) we note that by 1.7 there exists 7’~ Y, such that GN = Z,(T)O .
ZG{DZG( T))O. Thus H, is normal in N&C&) n H whence our assertion.
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It follows from 3.4 and 1.9.

3.11, Now we sum up our achievements. To do this recall that we can identify
Y, with the set of regular planes in V (by 1.4). Now using 3.9 we can, given an
admissible hyperplane NC V decide whether a regular plane vS , S E YS ,
belongs to N. Then using 3.10 we can decide whether two regular subplanes of
N belong to one regular three-dimensional
space. A11 this is done using abstract
group terms.
3.12. remark.
~bree-~rn~~siona~

Kote that we have no means to describe what is a plane or a
space in inner terms of the group M n -~~~~~~~.

4. MONOMORPHISM~ PRESERVING LENGTHS OF
Let k’ be another field and let G’ be an adjoint algebraic group of type B, over
A’. We identify G’ with SO( V’) where P” is a quadratic vector space over k’ of
~rn~~sio~ 5 with quadratic formf’ and associated bilinear form P’. Let Y’, ri :
a/-,’be the sets of tori defined for G’ as in 1.1. Note that 1.I-I .S as well as Section 2
have sense and hold in all characteristics.
From now on we make the following
4.1. ASSUMPTION.

V contains

an admissible

hyperplane

(or, equivalently,

yz -f $1.
Let M be a big subgroup of G(k) and let ol: N+= G’(K’) be a mo~ornor~~isrn~
For % E Y let H,(S) = DZ,(S) and H,(S) = ~~(~~~~(~)). Both these groups
are dense in groups of type A, and therefore for any subgroup 2?<(S) C I&(S)
of finite index we have IPl?+(S) # L for i = I, 2 and any m 2 0. Denote by
E(S), G;(S), G;(S) the connected components of the Zariski closures in G’ of
a(S), ~(~~(S~, ff(~~(S)). These groups are closures of subgroups of finite index
in CL(S), a(H,(S)), ol(Ha(S)) respectively.
4.2. LEMMA. For S E Y the groups G;(S) and G;(S) are commuting s~~g~o~~s
of type A, irt G’.
Proof. STe have DmG;(S) # 1 for any m 3 0. Therefore the groups G;(S)
are not solvable. But any pair of non-solvable commuting subgroups of a group of
type .I$ is a pair of subgroups of type AI , whence our assertion,
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4.3.

LEMMA.

(ii)

(i) char K’ = 2

There e&t two groz@ S, SE Y having &&-rent ZengtFat*e saGchthat
E(S) E Y; )

6!(S) E Y;.

Prooj. Let N be an admissible hyperp~ane of V. Let TE YE be such that
G, = Z,(T) * Z~~~Z~~~))O. Let S = T n H, Then the groups G;(S) are
closures of subgroups Q&(S)) of finite index in ol(I&(S)). Recall that every
unipotent in Z,(T)O and Z,(D.Z,(T))O is of order 2. Consider in Gi the set Xi
of semi-simple elements of order > 2. Then Xi is open and therefore ol(&(S)) n
Xj # @. Let a(x) E a(l?;(S)) n Xi . Then x is semi-simple. Therefore Z,(x)
is defined over K (cf. [l, 3.101). H ence Tr = C(Z,(x)) belongs to Y7 (we have
IPZ&x) 5 1 for all m > 0 since Zc(x) 3 D&(T)). We have, of course, that
cji(T, n W) E Y’ since a(z) is regular in G;(S). Let S, =: T, n .Frl.Then G;(S) =
Gi(S,) for i = 1, 2. Set T; = E(S,).
Let now M be a regular 3-dimensional subspace of iV and g = H n GM .
Let G’ be the connected component of the closure of ot(i?) in G’. The group &’
is not solvable, since I? is dense in a group of type A, . Next, since we have for
any x E I? that PZg(x2) # 1 for m > 0, it follows that G’ does not contain
regular elements of G’. On the other hand, by density argument there exists
y E B, y2 # 1, such that a(y) is regular in G”. Then y is semi-simple (in G). Let
Ti = C(Z,(ol(y))),
Ta = C(Z,(y)) = ZGM(y), S, = T, n H. By construction,
Ta E Y, . If T,’ is of the same length type as Ti then G;(S) * G;(S) = Z,t(Ti)O *
Z,(OZ,$T~))”
and Z&T,‘) C G;(S) . G;(S) whence &(y) C H n GM, whence
zGM(Y)
c GN 3 which is false. Thus T,’ is of the different length type. This
proves part (ii) of our Lemma.
Suppose that char K f 2. Then the only groups of type AI x A, in G’ are of
the form GN, for some regular hyperpl~e N’ C Y: Thus G;(S) * G;(S) = GN, .
Thus Ti E Yi whence T,’ E Yi. Then DZ,& 7’:) = Gbj for some 3-~mension~
subspace M’ C v’ and we have D2ZG,(Gdp) = 1 (in characteristic f 2). But
for S, we have: ~~Z~~~Z~~~~)) # 1 w h ic h is a contradiction with the inclusion
Z&CL,) 3 ~(Z~(~Z~~~~))). This proves (i).
4.4.

LEMMA.

(i) If SE Y then .2(S) E Y’,

(ii)

i’j S, , Sa E Y and Al

= ??(S.J&en S, = S, ,

(iii)
(iv)

if S, , S, E Y are of the same species then so are a(&),

g(SJ,

if S, E Y, , S2 E Y, then ol(S,) and cF(S2) are of dazeererzt length type
(and, in particular, of different species).
Proof. Take x E S such that x2’ f 1. Then 01(x2’)= (a(x))“” is a semisimple element of G’(K). Since by 4.2 we have that D~Z~(OI(X~~)) # 1 for
m 2 0 it follows that T’ = C(Z,,(ol(x2’))) is a one-dimensional A’-subtorus of G’
and T’ E Y’. Clearly, T’X a(S). This proves (i).
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Now (ii) is clear since if E(S,) = Z(Ss) then [S, , S,] = I and ZH(sI) =
Z,(S,) whence 8, = S, .
To prove (iii) it is sufficient to show that if 5’s , S, E Y are such that [Ss ~&‘J =f;
I and (8, ) S,) does not contain very regular elements of Hthen [5$Ss), E(k3,J] f
1 (it is evident) and (~(5’s) Z(S,)) d oes not contain regular elements of G’ (cf,,
2.1 and 3.8). Since (S, , A’,) does not contain very regular elements we have that
D~Z,(X~~) f: 1 for all x E (S, , S,} and all m > 0. But if (ol(Ss), G(sJ) contains
a regular element then their set is open and therefore, by 3.3(vi), (vii), there
would exist x G (Ss , S,) such that Z,((~(X))~“) is commutative. This is a
contradiction.
Let us prove (iv). It was actually proved in the proof of 43(ii). Namely, it
was shown there that there exists SE Y, , s C Z,(5Q” . Zo(DZo(SI))o such that
15?(s)and (E(S,) are of different length type. By 4.4(iii) above we have that E(s)
and a(&‘,) are of the same length type whence our assertion
4.5. COROLLARY.
,(YJ

The map G: Y + Y’ is injective and .we have either
c YI, and &(Y,) c Y; OK,(YJ _c Y; und oI(YJ c u; .

4.6. We assume for the remainder of this Section that ,(YJ c 3’4 and
&(Y,) C Yb . The case &(YJ C Y; will be considered. in the next Section.
use of the assumption G(Ys) C Yb is based on the fact that Y, (resp., Yi) can be
identified with the set of regular planes in V (resp., in V’), cf. Proposition 1.4.
Thus 5 can be considered as a map, denoted ol, , from the set of regular planes of
V to the set of regular planes of Y,.
4.7. LEMM-4. Let N be an admissible hypey~l~~e in V and bt n/r be a regm!ar
@perplane in N. Then there exists an admissible hypwpla%e N’ in V’ and a regular
hype~p~~ne M’ of N’such that the connected components of the cEoszlresof cx(G,CT
and a(Giw n H) are Ghs and Gh, respectively.

Proof. The fact that there exists such an N’ follows from the assumption
;;L(YJ C Yh ) Lemma 4.2 and, for q(N’) = 0, from Lemma 4.2 and [16]. The
existence of M’ was implicitly established before. Let us repeat the corresponding argument. Let G’ be the connected component of the clos-ure of
a(GM n N). Th en G’ is not solvable, it contains tori from Y, and does not
contain regular elements of G’ (otherwise 6, I-I N contains very regular
elements of II). The only possibility for a group with these properties is that
G’ = Gk, for a regular hyperplane M’ of N’.
i Q! e ermines a map S4 of the set of admissible ~~e~~~~~es
oftto

~~~1~~~

i:

L I.1 d t

(ii) ol determines a map LT+~-of the set of regular ~-di~~s~ona~ subspaces of
an admissible hyperplane N to the set of regular hype~pl~nes of E&V).
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(i) Ly,,is an injection,

Z,,, is an injection,

(iii) if N is an admissible hyperplane of V a?zd Mz , MS are regular 2- and
3-dimensional subspaces of N then MS C M.. $ and only ifEz
C CY3.,,(MS).
Proof. Let us start with (iii). If Ma C Ma then G,,, C G”Is and G.b,,n H C
GM, n II, hence a(GMM,n H) C CY(G;~?
n H). Therefore, if Ma C Ma then

Z.&Ms) C Ea,,,(Ms). Suppose now that 52(fV!2)C LYQ.N(Ms)but Ms Q Ms . Suppose
that there exists a regular hyperplane J& in N such that cl,,,(Ji?s) c %&Ms)
and lqa 3 Ma . Then my,
= &&J&) n (Y3.hr(M3)whence Ma C:M3 n &‘, ,
as required. Therefore we have to assume that for every regular hyperplanc
16’sof N with -@a3 M, we have Ea,,(11~a)= a’a,,(M.J.
Let us now show that, for any regular plane l@sC Ai, one has <z(l~2) C
~.g,w(~~a).This is clear if #s C Ma . So assume that %a = k~ .-- hy with x $ MS .
Then the preceeding argument shows that (j;,&M2 + kc) = ti3,3.N(M.J.Let EFa
be a regular plane in Ma + k~ containing X. 8& # @s . Then we have -(Ma) C
fzw(K)
but -K Q Mc, . Therefore (again by the preceeding argument)
cx3.A@i, -/- hy) = C&44,) Mfh ence &(j@.J C OLa,,&l1,). In group terms it says
that %G, n H) C Gc,,N(.o,j for all regular planes fi?s C X. Therefore G&,,)
normalizes G&(M,J , a contradiction,
Let us prove (ii). If iclJ, &‘a are two regular hyperplanes in N such that
&,JMa) = CYs,N(%z3)
but Ma + &‘a then there exists a regular plane Ma C Ma
such that Ma g &‘s and we can apply (iii) to get a contradiction.
Let us prove (i). If N, 8, are two admissible hyperplanes and ad(N) = a,(8)
let us write almost direct products Gh- : Gi . Ga , Gs = Gr . Ga , G&v) =
G;.Gi with G,, Ga, G1, Ga, G;, Gi of type 11,. T,et TCG,,
1’~Yr.
Then G, = D&(T)
whence G; :y=D.Zc(~( T n H)) whence Gr C D&(T).
Thus Gr = Gi . Similarly, G, = Gs , i.e. G, - Gn, i.e. N = 1%r.This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Let Ml , Mz , MS be three pairwise dzlrferent regular subplanes
4.10. I,E~NA.
of an admissible hyperplane 11:of V. Then dim(Mi n Aft n MS) = 1 ;f n?ui only
if dim $(Mi) n $(M,) n c+(MJ = I.
Proof. Suppose first that dim(M1 n Ma n &‘a) = I. ‘i-hen by 4.4(ii) and
4.9(iii) we get that cU,(M,) A Ea(M?) 1‘s a line for i -/ j. Let R -z Mz --1-Mx .
Then R is a regular hyperplanc of N. Suppose first that Mi $? K. Then
dim(M, n R) = 1 and by 4.9(iii) dim(&,(NI,) n Z.&R)) -2 1. Therefore
2.a(M1) n $(Mj) .--I&(&) n G&R).
Therefore &(Mr) n cU,(Ma)n z&WJ =
is a lint as required. Now consider the case Ml C R. Then
W4) n %W
there exists a regular plane M, such that M,, C N, M,, 3 Mr n M2 n Ma but
M4 @ Ml A M, _. Ml + Ma : :M, -+ Ma . Apply the preceeding result to the
triples (M,r, M2 , Ma), (MJ , M, , Ma), (Ma, JZi , Ma) and obtain the result in
the full generality.
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Suppose now that ~~(~~) n G,(Ma) n ~~(~~) is
. a line. Then .F& = ~a(&&) +
E,(J&), i # j, i, j = 1, 2, 3, is a hyperplane of N’ = g4(N). By 4.9(iii) we see
that Rij = ,!L&-+ lVj is a hypesplane of N. Therefore Lij = Mi n A& ) i #jr
is a line. If two of& coincide then they coincide with the third one. So assume
that alI L,, are distinct. Set R = L,, + .&a + La, = !wi f .Pda+ 1Va . Then
by 4.9(iii) we have Za(M,J C C&.,,(R) := Riz = R;, . Now fir& a regular plane
M3 in N such that M4 3 L1, but lP& Q R. Then &(A&) $ &!;a but Mi n A& n
lL!f~n Mi is a line. We have 4, = iVr, n M2 n M4. 011 the other hand since
&dw f-J%WcJ f-?kQ4t~ IS
. a line but Me @W = MT + /yP, , we must have
(to avoid a contradiction with the above argument) that Mi n Mr, n lM4 is a line.

4.12. LEMMA.

&.,,:

PiV -+ PN’

is an injection.

f%$ C NT
Fmf.
Suppose
~~,N(Ml n M.J = Gl,N(iWa n M4)
with
dim(i& + n/Q = dim(Ma f n/l,) = 3. Theln it means that $(Mr) fi
ii2(M2) = ~?~(ib&)n &,(MJ whence dim(cC,(Mr) n &,(Ma) n Ga(Ma,)n ti2(M4)) =
1. Now 4.10 implies that AR1n iRF2== M, n IV& .
4.13. Remark.
We are trying to reduce everything to the fundamenta
theorem of projective geometry. It would be probably easier (although less
explicit) to use Dieudo~n~~s Theorem [7, III, Sect. 21Let k be a line and let R be a regwlar tk~@e-~~m~sio~a~ subspare
4.14. LEMMA.
of V. Suppose &ve exist two admissible hype@2nes N, .Q of V szkch t,hat R,
E C N ii N* Then ~~,~(R) = 6&~(R), &JL)
= ~~,~(~) (v&ere equ&y
is

considered as equality of subspaces of P or, the same, of &%(8)).
PYOO$ The assertion for &,,, is clear because of 4.9(G) and (iii). To prove the
assertion for & recall that R, = N n $7 is a regular b~~e~~~~e of N and ~9~
Take in R, two regular planes, say i7/r, , M, such that L = M1 n Ma . Then by
definition &&L) = Go
n Zz(MJ = G&L)~ as required.
4.iS.

corollary.

There exist welE de~~ed ~~~~~t~~~s

(i) Z,: of the set of regular 3-dimensional subspaces of V contained in ~~issi~~~
ky~e~~~a~es of V into the set of 3-dimensional subspaces of V’;

(ii) E,: of the set of &es c~~tained in adm~s~.b~ehyp~~~a~es qf V i&o the
set Qj-li?%esof v.
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4.16. LEMMA. Let N be an admissible hyperplane of V and let L, , L, , L, be
three lines of N. Then dim(L, + L, + L3) = 2 if and only if dim(iii,(L,) +
q&!)

i

qL3))

= 2.

Proof. Assume first that M = L, + L, + L, is a plane. Take two regular
hyperplanes R, , R, of N such that R, 17 R, = M. For line Li we find in R, a
regular plane n/ri, , i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2, such that Mij 1 L, , j = 1, 2. Then
Z,(L<) = &(A&) n &,(MJ
whence &r(LJ C &(RJ n &(R2). Since &(RJ #
oi,(R,) (by 4.9(ii)) we have dim(cF,(R,) n ol,(R,)) = 2, whence our assertion.
Suppose now that M’ = ol,(L,) + &(L,) + G+(LJ is a plane, but R =
L, + L, + L, has dimension 3. Find a line L C N; L c R, such that the planes
Mi = Li + L were regular and R, = L, + L, + L f R, = LIP+ L, + L.
Then &,(M,), &a(.&&) C G3(R1) and E,(MI), &(MJ C &(R$). Therefore E,(L,),
EJence (since ol,(LJ are pairwise
4(-b) C ol,(R,) and DI1&), z1(L3) C &(RJ.
distinct by 4.12) we have M’ C QRr) n G3(R2). Since RI n R, = M, , we have
M’ = &(MJ.
Let ll& be a regular plane, li?li C N, il?i 3 L, , i@i # MI . Then
ol,(Mi)
are contained in a regular 3for any i = 1, 2, 3 the planes $(MJ,
dimensional space whence the same holds for Ml , a+, (by 4.9(iii)), i.e. & =
Thus
MI n ii!& is a line. But we have ol,(LJ = G,(M,) n ola(A&) = E&).
L, = Ei (by 4.12) and therefore L, + L, + L, C MI , as required.

4.17. COROLLARY. For an admissible hyperplane N of V we have: Z,: PN +
P&(N)

is an imbedding of projective spaces respecting incidence structure.

4.18. COROLLARY. For an admissible hyperplane N of V there exist a unique
field homoloyphism yN: k -+ k’ and a unique k’-isomorphism of algebraic varieties
&: ‘pNPN3 -+ P; 4CN)such that Z1 = &,, 0 vNo on PN3(k) = PN.
4.19. LEMMA.

If N, m aye two admissible hyperplanes of V then yN = ye.

Proof. We have dim(N n m) = 3 and by 4.14 Zr induces a map of projective
spaces P(N n n) -+ P(Ga(N n m)). By unicity statement in the fundamental
theorem of projective
geometry, we have 9, = q~ as claimed (and also
&

I w%nB

= h

4.20. Notation.

I mcfnd.
p, = yN.

4.21. Let N and m be as in 4.12. Let us define pN,m: QP/ + P,4 in the
following way. Let pN: VN -+ E4(N) be a linear map whose projectivisation
is pN. It is defined up to a multiplication
by an element from p(k). Since
by the unicity statement in the fundamental theorem of projective geometry
L I @%& = Pi9 I ~JsnR we infer that there exists a constant A,,,~y(k)
such that /?N j “(N n N) = (&,g. pi) 1“(N n m). We define a linear
rnapflN,g: Q’V3 V’ by setting flN,B / QN = /?N and /?N,fl 1~fl = hhi,lS . pfl.
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Clearly, this is a well-defined
map. Let /?*,a be its ~roje~t~visatio~~
pN,~ does not depend on choices of /?N and p#.
4.22. Remark.

j?,,3 = is,,,

4.23. LEMMA.

&,,fi

Then

.

does not depend on the choice of !CP ,!!.

Proof.
Let N be a third admissible hyperplane in Y. Consider first the
general case: R n N f n n fi. We have fiN / “(N n m> = A,.,
pR / m(?Gn IT)
and fllv j m(fl n N) = Xm,N. Is, / m(N n IV). Since dim(N n IV n E) = 2 B 0
it follows from & / “(IV f7 N) = h,,8 . /I?# / m(N n Af) that A,?, = A,,, ~ ,‘,V
\ -, li;-I
Therefore fiN,, = fiR,R , whence our assertion.
If ic’ n N = m n n then we choose a fourth admissible hyperplane ATa in V
such that the intersections iis n N4, m n ;V, , N n -L$ are pairwise distinct
(it is possible because of the density and general position argument.) ~~~~~y~~~
the above argument to our three pairs we obtain the desired result.
The common value of ,EN,R from 4.21 wiS1 be denoted ,&
4.24. I~O~~~~OYl.
We denote by p the induced k-homomorphism
pPGL( V) -+ PGL(Y’).
4.25. COROLLARY. Foor arty admissible hyperplane

N

of

V zce haae a(h) =

p(~O(h))fw h E 6, n H.
4.26. COROLLARY. c+)

I-= ~~~O~~))for imy h E E

Proof, By 4.25 01coincides with /S . $ on the subgroup R of H generated
by all groups GN n H, N an admissible hy~erp~a~e of P. Since I? is normal we
can apply [Z, 8.101 and get the result. (The homomo~~h~~rn f* of [2, 8.101 is
trivial since C(C) = (I).)

5. MONOMORPHTSMS INVERTING LENGTHS OF
NQW we are going to complete the proof of our Main ‘Theorem by treating
the case &(YJ C Yi . To do this we do not need to represent our group as an
orthogonal group. Rather we use structure results of algebraic group theory.

5.2. Let XI E Y, and let X% be a maximal k-subtorus 5f DZ,(T,)
(then
e know that
X2 E Yl). Then T = XI ’ T, is a maximal k-subtorus of G.
Xi = ?x(TJ E Y, whence X’ = T; . Ti is a maximal subtorus of 6’. Let G” be a
split adjaint group of type B, over k’. Then (using [2, 3.8, 3.3]) we can construct
a special k’-isogeny v: 6’ -+ G” (denoted ,& in [2, 3.81) using X’ as X of [2, 3.8].
We set T” = V( X’). Since v inverts lengths of roots we see that e1 = ii 0 a: H 4
G”(k) preserves lengths of roots: %(YJ _CY,” . Therefore 4.25 is a~~~~~ab~eand
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there exist a unique field homomorphism ql: k -* Jz’and a unique K’-isomorphism
Is,: “G. + G” such that a,(h) .= /31(v1U(h)) for h E II.
5.3. Since root systems Z(G, 7’), Z(G’, 1”), Z(G”, T”) are isomorphic we use
the same notations for elements of these three sets distinguishing
them only by an
appropriate number of primes. If u E E(G, T) we denote by CYOthe root subgroup
corresponding to root a. WC can assume (cf. [2, 3.11) that 6:: Z” + Z and v*:
QZ” ---> QX’ are such that /$(a”) = a and ~‘(a”) _- A(a) . p(a)’ where p: Z-F 2
is a bijection permuting lengths of rovts and A(a) : 1 (resp., 2) if a is long
(resp., short). By our choice of 1’ = r, . T, , T, E Y, , the groups G(u)
iC.<, , b. .:, a long, are defined over k. We have for them: n(G(a) n H) C
G’(p(u)) (bccausc of our choice of notation and of the actions of ,P, v*).
5.4. To continue we need to recall the existence of a projective plane structure
(cf. [I 71) on the set S(c) of connected one-dimensional subgroups of an algebraic
group G of type A, . The lines of this structure are of two kinds: parabolic
lines and involutorial
lines. A parabolic lint is the set of all connected oncdimensional subgroups contained in a Bowl subgroup. An involutorial
lint is
the set of all connected one-dimensional
subgroups such that all elements of
these subgroups are inverted by an involutivc automorphism depending only on
the line. Since &(a) - $, 1 G(u): “G(a) + G”(u”) is an isomorphism
for
u E C(G, T), a long, and since Fr .:= v / G’(p(u)‘) + G”(a”) is the Frobcnius map
for a long, we SW that /3(u) induces an isomorphism 8: “S(G(u))
+ S(G”(a”))
and Y induces the Vrobcnius map Fr: S(G’(p(a)‘)) + LY(G”(a”)). It follows from
v ‘201that Q maps subgroups of G(u) n H which hclong to a
B* o %O> 31
a1
line into subgroups of G’@(u)‘) which belong to a line and that any set of subgroups which do not belong to one line is mapped into the set of subgroups which
(1) not belong to a line. Thus ([17], 4.3.3) is applicable to the map LY,.~.:G(u) CJ
kI -* G’(p(a)‘).
Therefore
CX&Z) = /3a,T(q&-(h))
for h E H n G(a) where
P~,,~: h -+ k’ is a field homomorphism
and paeT: ‘a.TG(~) -+ G’(p(u)‘) is an
isomorphism, with both ,Bn,r and pjn,r unique. Now since v: G’(p(u)‘) --+ G”(u”)
coincides with I’robenius we have p7, ~2 Fr 0 F,,,~ . Therefore c+J*,~dots not
depend on a maximal h-torus 7’ (chosen, however, according to the procedure
described in the beginning of 5.2) and on a long root CIE Z(G, T). Thus we
denote vn,r = v. We have q+ -. Fr c qx Since ~~ - Fr 0 p; we can consider
& -= & 2 Fr and we have a1 7 & 0 p;” on IL Xow WCagain appeal to [2, 3.81 and
find a k-isogenyg: “G - l G’ such that ,‘& -- v c p. Since & is an isomorphism and v
is a special isogeny WC see that ,6?is a special isogcny. Since Y is a monomorphism
on the set of points it follows that a(h) = ,B(r$‘(h)) for A E H. This completes the
proof of the Main Theorem.

5.5. Remads. (i) The USCof the results of [17] does not seem to be essential.
They are used only to establish that there exists a p-th root of p, . However, I do
not see any way to get it directly.
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(ii) One can prove the same result assuming that only G’ (and not G) is
adjoint. It does not change anything, however, since in characteristic 2 the
central isogenies are injective on the set of points.
(iii) One can prove that G’ is actually defined over y(K) and that /3 is a
p)(k)-isogeny.
(iv) Although we used the assumption that H r\ T is infinite for T E Y
it is quite possible that one can get through with a weaker assumption: H n T
contains more than two elements.
Note added in proof.
The 3-dimensional subspaces used in the proofs of Lemmas 4.9,
4.10, 4.14 might be non-regular.
The situation can be corrected by “general position”
argument followed by a specialization
argument as 4.23 or the first paragraph of 4.10.
Another way to correct the situation is to drop the adjective “regular”
in relation to 3dimensional spaces in all proofs and statements of Section 4 starting with Lemma 4.8.
To justify this one should add
4.7. BIS LEMMA.

Lemma 4.7 holds also when M is not reg&r.

Proof.
The group C?’ (in notation of 4.7) has the properties: it is solvable, noncommutative, contains tori from U, , does not contain regular elements of 6’. Therefore,
@ = GL, for some non-regular hyperplane -W’ of it”.
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